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Abstract

Additional observations from other GNSS s can augment GPS precise point positioning (PPP) for improved positioning accuracy,
reliability and availability. Traditional multi-GNSS PPP model requires the estimation of inter-system bias (ISB) parameter. Based
on the scaled sensitivity matrix (SSM) method, a quantitative approach for assessing parameter assimilation, we theoretically prove that
the ISB parameter is not correlated with coordinate parameters and it can be assimilated into clock and ambiguity parameters. Thus,
removing ISB from multi-GNSS PPP model does not affect coordinate estimation. Based on this analysis, we develop a simplified
and unified model for multi-GNSS PPP, where ISB parameter does not need to be estimated and observations from different GNSS sys-
tems are treated in a unified way. To verify the new model, we implement the algorithm to the self-developed software to process 1 year
GPS/GLONASS data of 53 IGS (International GNSS Service) worldwide stations and 1 month GPS/BDS data of 15 IGS MGEX
(Multi-GNSS Experiment) stations. Two types of GPS/GLONASS and GPS/BDS combined PPP solution are performed, one is based
on traditional model and the other implements the new model. RMSs of coordinate differences between the two type of solutions are few
lm for daily static PPP and less than 0.02 mm for GPS/GLONASS kinematic PPP in the North, East and Up components, respectively.
Considering the millimeter-level precision of current GNSS PPP solutions, these statistics demonstrate equivalent performance of the two
solution types.
� 2014 COSPAR. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Precise point positioning (PPP) using global positioning
system (GPS) measurements achieves accuracy for static
and kinematic stations at the millimeter to decimeter levels,
respectively (Zumberge et al., 1997; Bisnath and Gao,
2009). With the development of navigation systems and
tracking infrastructure, PPP using multi-system observa-
tions has become increasingly popular (Dach et al., 2009,
2010; Pı́riz et al., 2009; Melgard et al., 2009; Cai and
Gao, 2013; Chen et al., 2013). Multi-GNSS (Global
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.asr.2014.10.002
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Navigation Satellite Systems) PPP could improve solution
availability by improving tracking geometry, especially in
environment like urban canyon and ravines. On the other
hand, it improves positioning accuracy as it has more
observations and it largely eliminate existing position
errors introduced by the periodic regression of satellite con-
stellations (Flohrer, 2008).

Many manufacturers are providing multi-GNSS receiv-
ers, however, most geodetic receivers and antennas are not
calibrated, which leaves instrument hardware delay
unknown. In the GPS-only data processing, the instrument
hardware delay is assimilated into receiver clock and does
not affect position estimates. In multi-GNSS data process-
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ing, however, the hardware delay is different for satellite
systems even for the same type of receiver/antenna pair
(Wanninger, 2012; Chen et al., 2013). Therefore, multi-
GNSS data analysis requires the estimates of clock param-
eter together with additional inter-system bias (ISB)
parameter. However, there are no conventional models
for the estimation of ISB parameters within the IGS com-
munity. As a matter of result, the GLONASS satellite
clocks of IGS Analysis Centers (ACs) differ in temporal
reference frame or clock consistency (Schaer, 2014). The
ISB results in the station clock differences when processing
each system separately, and it includes the impacts of the
system-dependant hardware delay terms of both station
and satellite.

Therefore there should be as many clock parameters as
many satellite systems that a station observes. Recent
investigation shows that the difference of hardware delay
between satellite systems is stable over daily interval for
the same station (Dach et al., 2009, 2010; Wanninger,
2012). The clock parameter is normally treat as epoch-wise
parameter, while ISB parameter is treated as daily constant
(Cai and Gao, 2013; Chen et al., 2013). In case of GLON-
ASS observations involved, there are additional inter-fre-
quency bias (IFB) parameters caused by the frequency
differences between satellites (Wanninger, 2012; Shi et al.,
2013). Taking the IFBs into account, theoretically there
should be as many ISB parameters as many GLONASS
frequencies that a station tracks in GPS/GLONASS com-
bined PPP. In practice, one ISB parameter is sufficient as
the IFB parameter is assimilated into ambiguity parame-
ters (Dach et al., 2010; Cai and Gao, 2013). This strategy
is currently most used for the multi-GNSS PPP and has
proved to be very promising (Melgard et al., 2009; Pı́riz
et al., 2009; Dach et al., 2010; Cai and Gao, 2013).

In this paper, we analyze the correlation coefficients
between ISB parameter and other parameters and apply
the quantitative scaled sensitivity matrix (SSM) approach
(Dong et al., 2002) for assessing the influences of unre-
solved ISB parameter on other parameters. Results show
that there is no correlation between ISB parameter and
coordinate parameters, and the ISB values can be fully
assimilated into clock and ambiguity parameters. Based
on this analysis, we develop a new multi-GNSS PPP model
which does not include ISB parameter and observations of
different GNSS systems are treated in a unified way. To
verify and test the new model, we implement it to the
LTW_BS software (Wang and Chen, 2011) to process
1 year GPS/GLONASS data of 53 IGS (International
GNSS Service, Dow et al., 2009) stations and 1 month
GPS/BDS data of 15 IGS MGEX (Multi-GNSS Experi-
ment) stations. Two types of GPS/GLONASS and GPS/
BDS combined PPP solutions are performed, one uses tra-
ditional model and the other implements the new model.
Results from the two models show equivalent results,
which demonstrates the efficiency and correctness of the
new model. In the following, Section 2 presents the tradi-
tional multi-GNSS PPP model; Section 3 presents the
new multi-GNSS PPP model; Section 4 presents data anal-
ysis and compares daily positioning qualities; finally, Sec-
tion 5 summarizes the main points of this paper and
discuss the perspectives of the new model.

2. Multi-GNSS PPP model based on ISB estimation

Multi-GNSS PPP refers to the combined PPP using
observations from more than one satellite system, where
precise satellite orbits and clocks are available. In the fol-
lowing formulas we use GPS/GLONASS PPP as an exam-
ple, and the conclusions apply to the combined PPP for
other systems as well.

2.1. GPS PPP model

The ionosphere-free (IF) pseudo-range and phase obser-
vation functions between a receiver and a GPS satellite G
can be written as:

P G¼ qGþ c � ðdtG�dtGÞþðbG�bGÞþmG �ZTDGþ 1G

LG¼ qGþ c � ðdtG�dtGÞþðBG�BGÞþN GþmG �ZTDGþ eG

ð1Þ

where P G; LG are respectively pseudo-range and carrier
phase IF observation; qG is geometrical distance, c is light
speed; dtG is receiver clock offset, dtG is satellite clock offset;
bG; bG and BG; BG are the IF combined pseudo-range and
carrier phase hardware delay bias for satellites (�G) and
receivers (�G); N G is ambiguity in meters, mG and ZTDG

are mapping function and zenith tropospheric delay, 1G

and eG are noise.
The pseudo-range observation in (1) provides the refer-

ence to clock parameters. For GPS observations, the
pseudo-range hardware delay biases bG; bG are assimilated
into the clock offset c � ðdtG � dtGÞ following the IGS anal-
ysis convention. The carrier phase hardware delay biases
BG; BG are not considered in most GPS data processing.
The carrier phase hardware bias is satellite dependent
and stable over time, thus it is grouped into ambiguity
(Defraigne and Bruyninx, 2007; Dach et al., 2010; Geng
et al., 2010a). After applying the GPS precise satellite
orbits and clocks, (1) can be rewritten as:

P G ¼ qG þ c � d�tG þ mG � ZTDG þ 1G

LG ¼ qG þ c � d�tG þ �N G þ mG � ZTDG þ eG
ð2Þ

where d�tG and �NG are reformed station clock and ambigu-
ity with:

c � d�tG ¼ c � dtG þ bG

�NG ¼ NG þ BG � bG

ð3Þ

In (2), the satellite hardware delays are contained in the
precise satellite clocks and are removed at the user site
when applying the precise products (Defraigne and
Bruyninx, 2007). Eq. (2) illustrates GPS PPP observation
equation, where we see that ambiguity term is not an
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integer as it contains the bias term, and the term BG � bG

refers to the un-calibrated phase delay (Ge et al., 2008).
Eqs (2) and (3) apply to other GNSS systems like BDS
and Galileo providing CDMA (Code Division Multiple
Access) signals.

2.2. GLONASS PPP model

Extending (1) to GLONASS observations and applying
the GLONASS precise satellite orbits and clocks, IF obser-
vation functions between a receiver and a GLONASS satel-
lite R can be written as:

P R ¼ qR þ c � dtR þ bR þ mR � ZTDR þ 1R

LR ¼ qR þ c � dtR þ BR þ N R þ mR � ZTDR þ eR
ð4Þ

Compared with (1), superscript changes from G (repre-
senting GPS) to R (representing GLONASS). The meaning
of each term is similar, but now all refer to GLONASS
observations.

Unlike GPS, GLONASS provides frequency division
multiple access (FDMA) signal, which results in frequency
differences between GLONASS satellites. Consequently,
instrument hardware delays are different for a station
tracking GLONASS satellites with different frequency
channels (Wanninger, 2012; Chen et al., 2013; Shi et al.,
2013). Hardware delay can be rewritten as a sum of a mean
term and a frequency-dependent bias term as given below
(Cai and Gao, 2013):

bR ¼ bavg
R þ dbR; BR ¼ Bavg

R þ dBR ð5Þ
In (5), bavg

R and Bavg
R are the mean hardware delay for

pseudo-range and phase observations. The satellite-depen-
dent bias terms dbR; dBR are referred to inter-frequency
bias. Substituting (5) into (4), we have the GLONASS
observation equation:

P R ¼ qR þ c � d�tR þ dbR þ mR � ZTDR þ 1R

LR ¼ qR þ c � d�tR þ �NR þ mR � ZTDR þ eR
ð6Þ

where d�tR and �N R are reformed station clock offset and
ambiguity with:

c � d�tR ¼ c � dtR þ bavg
R

�N R ¼ N R þ Bavg
R � bavg

R þ dBR
ð7Þ

Similar to the GPS equation of (3), the mean pseudo-
range hardware delay is assimilated into clock parameter
and the difference between mean pseudo-range and phase
hardware delay is assimilated into ambiguity parameter.
The phase IFB term is treated as fractional parts of hard-
ware delay and is assimilated into ambiguity term (Geng
et al., 2010a; Dach et al., 2010; Cai and Gao, 2013). Eq.
(6) contains the pseudo-range IFB term dbR, which is satel-
lite dependent and could not be grouped with other param-
eters. Theoretically, the GLONASS pseudo-range IFB
could be set up as frequency-dependent unknowns in PPP
processing. But this will introduce too many unknown
parameters and the precision depends on the precision of
pseudo-range observations. Because pseudo-range observa-
tions is normally assigned a much smaller weight compared
to the carrier phase observations in GNSS data processing,
dbR can therefore be neglected and its effect will show up in
the pseudo-range residuals (Geng et al., 2010a; Cai and
Gao, 2013). The final GLONASS PPP observation equa-
tion can be rewritten as:

P R ¼ qR þ c � d�tR þ mR � ZTDR þ 1R

LR ¼ qR þ c � d�tR þ �NR þ mR � ZTDR þ eR
ð8Þ
2.3. Traditional GPS/GLONASS PPP model

The traditional GPS/GLONASS PPP model requires
the estimation of an additional inter-system bias parame-
ter, the ionosphere-free (IF) pseudo-range and phase obser-
vations for the combined GPS/GLONASS PPP can be
written as:

P G ¼ qG þ c � d�tG þ mG � ZTDþ 1G

LG ¼ qG þ c � d�tG þ �N G þ mG � ZTDþ eG

P R ¼ qR þ c � d�tG þ ISBþ mR � ZTDþ 1R

LR ¼ qR þ c � d�tG þ ISBþ �N R þ mR � ZTDþ eR

ð9Þ

In (9), the inter-system bias parameter is defined as
following,

ISB ¼ c � d�tR � c � d�tG ¼ c � dtR � c � dtG þ bavg
R � bG ð10Þ

This model has been applied in GPS/GLONASS com-
bined PPP and is proved be more accurate and more robust
than single system solution.

The modeling of ISB parameter could be in different
way: as daily constant, piece wise constant (PWC) or
epoch wise variable. For rigorous data analysis, epoch-
wise ISB should be estimated. But this will introduce
too many unknowns and reduce the efficiency of the solu-
tion. Dach et al. (2010) conducted detailed analysis on
the modeling of ISB parameter by making double differ-
ence for stations equipped with different receivers. They
show that the coordinate differences applying different
ISB models are less than 2 mm in worst case. Considering
the current PPP accuracy limits, we could conclude from
their results that daily constant ISB model is sufficient for
multi-GNSS PPP.
3. Simplified and unified multi-GNSS PPP model

The solution of (9) could be performed based on the
least-square estimation with the complete normal equation
containing all parameters generated. Based on the normal
equation, we analyze the correlation coefficients between
parameters. We use data of the station LPGS (La Plata,
Argentina) on DOY 309, 2012. Estimated parameters
include: epoch-wise station clock and static coordinates,
ZTD parameter in PWC at interval of 1 h, and ISB param-
eter as daily constant.



Table 1
Correlation coefficients between ISB and other parameters of GPS/
GLONASS PPP.

X Y Z ZTD d�tIF ;G �NG
IF

�NR
IF

ISB �1E�5 2E�5 1E�5 2E�5 �0.65 0.65 �0.76
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We use the following function to calculate correlation
coefficient between parameters:

r ¼ rABffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rArB
p ð11Þ

where rA, rB, rAB are the variance and co-variance elements
of parameters A and B based on the normal equation.

Fig. 1 shows the correlation coefficients between ISB
parameter and coordinate parameters at first 100 epochs,
where the coefficients converge to zero after the first 4
epochs.

Table 1 summarize the correlation coefficients between
ISB and the other parameters of the last epoch of the daily
processing. As shown in Table 1, the ISB/coordinate and
ISB/ZTD correlation coefficients are near zero, which sug-
gests that there is no correlation between ISB and these
parameters. Therefore, we could remove ISB term in (9).
However, the removal of ISB term introduces the change
of other parameters, i.e., parameters like ambiguities and
clocks will change in order to account for this new param-
eterization model.

To further prove the above statement and to have a
quantitative gauge of the parameter assimilation, we use
the SSM (Scaled Sensitivity Matrix) method (Dong et al.,
2002), which is a quantitative approach for assessing the
influences of unresolved parameters. Following Dong
et al. (2002), we write (9) in the following form,

y ¼ A1 � X 1 þ A2 � X 2 ð12Þ

where X 2 is defined as the ISB parameter and could be
removed from (12), X 1 includes the other parameters;
A1; A2 are design matrices for corresponding parameters.
The corresponding normal equation is,

N 11 N 12

N 21 N 22

� �
�

X 1

X 2

� �
¼

u1

u2

� �
ð13Þ
Fig. 1. Correlation coefficients between ISB parameter and coordinate
parameters.
According to Dong et al. (2002), since X 2 could not be
resolved from the observations y, we actually solve the
following normal equation

N 11X 1 ¼ u1 ð14Þ

the rigorous least squares solution of X 1 yields

X̂ 1 ¼ N�1
11 � u1 ð15Þ

Replacing u1 in (15) by (13), we obtain

X̂ 1 ¼ X 1 þ N�1
11 � N 12 � X 2 ð16Þ

Eq. (16) indicates that the estimated values of X 1 are
actually the linear combinations of X 1 and X 2 in (13).
And N�1

11 � N 12 are the elements of the scaled sensitivity
matrix, which quantitatively defines the ratio of X 2 that
assimilates to each parameter of X 1.

We calculate the scaled sensitivity matrix using the nor-
mal equation of LPGS in the above analysis and results are
shown in Table 2, where the element of ISB/ �N G

IF is the same
for all GPS satellites and element of ISB/ �NR

IF is the same for
all GLONASS satellites.

According to Table 2, less than 10�6 parts of ISB will
assimilate into coordinate parameters, which accounts to
less than 1 mm for most present receivers. Less than 10�8

parts of ISB will assimilate into ZTD parameter, thus
ZTD will not be affected by the removal of ISB.

Around 42.2% of ISB is absorbed by the clock parame-
ter and accordingly the same amount is absorbed by GPS
ambiguity parameter but with opposite sign. Thus the
influence of the ISB removal for the GPS equations in (9)
reflects on clock and ambiguity parameters and their influ-
ence compensates for each other.

Another 57.8% of ISB is absorbed by GLONASS ambi-
guity parameter. Sum the scaled sensitivity matrix element
of ISB/clock and ISB/GLONASS ambiguity, we have
57:8%þ 42:2% ¼ 100%. This confirms that the sum of
scaled element, which represents ratio of ISB parameter
assimilated into station clock and GLONASS ambiguity
parameters, equals to the original ISB in (9). Thus the
influence of the ISB removal for the GLONASS equations
in (9) reflects also on the clock and ambiguity parameters
and the sum of their changes equal to the original ISB
terms.

Based on the above discussion, the ISB in (9) could be
removed and (9) could be re-written as:

P G ¼ qG þ c � d�tC þ mG � ZTDþ 1G

LG ¼ qG þ c � d�tC þ �NG
C þ mG � ZTDþ eG

P R ¼ qR þ c � d�tC þ mR � ZTDþ 1R

LR ¼ qR þ c � d�tC þ �N R
C þ mR � ZTDþ eR

ð17Þ



Table 2
Elements of the scaled sensitivity matrix between ISB and other parameters.

X Y Z ZTD d�tIF ;G �NG
IF

�NR
IF

ISB �1E�7 6E�7 8E�7 8E�9 0.422 �0.422 0.578
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where, d�tC is defined as new clock, �N G
l and �N R

l are new
ambiguity terms and the other terms remain unchanged.

Eq. (17) is the simplified observation function of GPS/
GLONASS PPP processing, it applies to the multi-GNSS
PPP of other satellite systems. In the new model, observa-
tions of different GNSS systems is processed in an unified
way as they were of the same system, and the ISB is assim-
ilated into the clock and ambiguity parameter. Due to the
much smaller weight assigned on pseudo-range observa-
tions compared to phase observations, all pseudo-range
observations show big residuals and this may slow down
the convergence of PPP (Geng et al., 2010b, 2011). The
GPS pseudo-range residuals are close to the amount of
ISB value that assimilated into the station clock parameter.
The GLONASS pseudo-range residuals are close to the
amount of ISB value that assimilated into the GLONASS
ambiguity.

4. Data processing

To validate the new PPP model, we perform GPS/
GLONASS daily static PPP for 53 IGS reference stations
using data of the whole year of 2012. GPS/GLONASS
kinematic PPP is performed using 1 month (January
2012) data of the 53 stations. In addition we perform
GPS/BDS daily static PPP using 1 month (March, 2013)
data of 15 IGS MGEX stations. Fig. 2 shows the distribu-
tion of the 68 stations.

For results evaluation and comparison, data process-
ing is performed in the following four scenarios: GPS-
only PPP, GLONASS-only PPP, traditional GPS/
GLONASS and GPS/BDS combined PPP with ISB
estimated as daily constant, and GPS/GLONASS and
GPS/BDS combined PPP using the new model with
no ISB estimated.
Fig. 2. The distribution of the used stations, read stars (G+R) illustrate GP
Moreover, precise satellite orbits and clocks from ESA,
GFZ and SHA (Chen et al., 2012, 2014) are used for GPS/
GLONASS PPP. Precise satellite orbits and clocks from
GFZ and SHA are used for GPS/BDS PPP. We use these
satellite products, rather than IGS ones, is to avoid the pos-
sible inhomogeneities of the IGS final products which can
degrade the positioning quality of PPP (Teferle et al.,
2007). For data modeling, we applied the absolute phase
centers (Schmid et al., 2007), the phase-wind up effects
(Wu et al., 1993) and the station displacement models pro-
posed by the IERS conventions 2010 (Petit and Luzum,
2010). A cut-off angle of 7� was set for usable measure-
ments and data sampling is set to 60 s. An elevation-depen-
dent weighting strategy was applied to measurements at
low elevations. Moreover, we estimated ZTD parameter
every 1 h by applying the most recently developed GPT2
empirical slant delay model (Lagler et al., 2013). An
improved version of the LTW_BS software was used
(Wang and Chen, 2011).

In this following, we present how the traditional and
new models agree in PPP positioning results. All the fol-
lowing results are based on the precise products of SHA,
and PPP results based on GFZ and ESA products support
the same conclusion.
4.1. Position differences between daily static PPP and IGS

daily solutions

We compared our GPS/GLONASS daily position esti-
mates with the IGS daily solutions through a 7-parameter
Helmert transformation (Teferle et al., 2007; Geng et al.,
2010a). We removed those position estimates with trans-
formed residuals larger than five times the standard devia-
tions, which amounts to less than 0.7% (118 out of 18,551
S/GLONASS stations and green points (G+C) are GPS/BDS stations.



Fig. 3. Number and value of outliers in Helmert transformation between daily PPP and IGS daily solution over 1 year. PPP solutions are performed in
GPS-only, GLONASS-only and GPS/GLONASS combined mode.

Table 3
Mean RMS statistics (in mm) of residuals of the daily PPP position
estimates against the IGS daily solutions in 2012.

GPS-only GLONASS-only G/G trad. G/G new

North 5.3 7.4 5.3 5.3
East 8.2 8.8 7.0 7.0
Up 15.2 18.3 13.4 13.4
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points). Fig. 3 shows the outliers in Helmert transformation,
where the number of outliers are 168, 218 and 118 for GPS,
GLONASS and GPS/GLONASS PPP, respectively. Also,
the GPS/GLONASS combined PPP using new and tradi-
tional model is nearly the same and their values differ at
the level of lm.

RMS statistics of the transformed residuals are used to
quantitatively assess the extrinsic positioning quality. The
upper plot of Fig. 4 shows for all stations the RMS statis-
tics of coordinate differences between GPS/GLONASS
PPP and IGS daily solutions. Table 3 shows the mean
RMS statistics of all days for the four scenarios, where
we see GPS/GLONASS combined PPP improves the
RMS statistics by up to 28% compared to the single system
Fig. 4. (a) RMS statistics of coordinate differences between GPS/GLONASS
Differences of the RMS statistics of traditional and new model for each station
the IGS daily solutions over 1 year.
PPP. The RMS statistics of GPS/GLONASS combined
PPP using the new and traditional model are almost the
same, and the bottom plot of Fig. 4 shows their RMS dif-
ferences for each station. In this plot, the RMS differences
are less than 1 lm in each coordinate component, verifying
daily static PPP and IGS daily solution for each station over one year. (b)
. A RMS is computed over the residuals of PPP position estimates against
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the same PPP position estimates are derived from these two
models.

4.2. Position differences of daily static PPP between

traditional and new model

Assessing the differences between the position estimates
can directly illustrate to what extent these two models agree
in their positioning results. In the following we compare
the GPS/GLONASS and GPS/BDS daily static PPP
results of the traditional and new models.

4.2.1. GPS/GLONASS

For each station, we computed the GPS/GLONASS
PPP position differences between the two models over
1 year. All the position differences are less than 1 cm, where
13 points have difference bigger than 0.1 mm and the differ-
ence of rest 18,538 points is less than 0.1 mm. Fig. 5 shows
the magnitude distribution of these coordinate differences,
where the differences follow normal distributions in the
North, East and Up components. The mean biases are
�0.2, �0.2 and 0.3 lm and RMSs of 1.8, 3.1 and 2.6 lm
for each coordinate components. These statistics are far
Fig. 5. Magnitude distribution of all position differences of GPS/GLONASS d
and Up components. All subplots exhibit normal distributions. The top-left cor
the top-right corner shows the percentages of deviations that are within 2r, or

Fig. 6. Magnitude distribution of all position differences of GPS/BDS daily stat
components. All subplots exhibit normal distributions. The top-left corner of ea
right corner shows the percentages of deviations that are within 2r, or larger
below the formal precisions GPS solutions, implying that
the position estimates of these two models are actually neg-
ligible. In addition, about 97.6% in the North, 99.2% in the
East and 97.6% in the Up components of all deviations are
within twice the standard deviations. Therefore, these over-
all good agreements verify the same position estimates of
these two models.

4.2.2. GPS/BDS

For each of the 15 IGS MGEX stations, we computed
the GPS/BDS daily static PPP position differences between
the two models over 1 month. The biggest position differ-
ence is around 3 cm and the other points have position dif-
ferences of less than 0.1 mm. Fig. 6 shows the magnitude
distribution of these coordinate differences, where the dif-
ferences follow normal distributions in the North, East
and Up components. The mean biases are �1.1, 3.3 and
0 lm and RMSs are 2.5, 4.0 and 0.8 lm for each coordi-
nate components. In addition, about 96.1% in the North,
93.5% in the East and 91.9% in the Up components of all
deviations are within twice the standard deviations. These
results again verify the same position estimates of these
two models.
aily static PPP between the traditional and new models for the North, East
ner of each subplot shows the bias and the standard deviation (r), whereas
larger than 3r.

ic PPP between the traditional and new models for the North, East and Up
ch subplot shows the bias and the standard deviation (r), whereas the top-

than 3r.



Fig. 7. Coordinate differences of kinematic PPP between the traditional and new models for ADIS, DOY 3, 2012. (a) The first 100 epochs. (b) From the
100th epoch to the end of day.

Fig. 8. Magnitude distribution of all coordinate differences of GPS/GLONASS kinematic PPP between the traditional and new models for the North,
East and Up components. All subplots exhibit normal distributions. The top-left corner of each subplot shows the bias and the standard deviation (r),
whereas the top-right corner shows the percentages of deviations that are within 2r, or larger than 3r.
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4.3. Position differences of kinematic PPP between
traditional and new model

GPS/GLONASS kinematic PPP is performed using one
month data of the 53 stations. Kinematic PPP results
between the new and traditional models are analyzed. We
first analyze the convergence of the two models. It is found
that the convergences are quite close to each other. On
average the position difference is less than 0.1 m after 2.4
epochs and less than 1 mm after 18.1 epochs. Fig. 7 shows
the kinematic position difference of station ADIS (Addis
Ababa, Ethiopia) on DOY 3, 2012. From the left plot of
Fig. 7, we see that coordinate differences are less than
0.1 m after 3 epochs, while the right plot shows that the
coordinate differences after the 100th epoch.

To assess the differences of the kinematic position esti-
mates, we analyze the epoch-wise coordinates after the first
100 epochs, which are regarded as convergence period of
kinematic PPP. All the position differences are less than
1 cm, where 1870 out of 1,814,500 (�0.1%) points have dif-
ference bigger than 1 mm and the difference of rest points is
less than 1 mm. Fig. 8 shows the magnitude distribution of
the epoch-wise coordinate differences for all stations over
1 month, where the differences follow normal distributions
in the North, East and Up components. The mean biases
are 0.6, 1.1 and �1.1 lm and RMSs are 13.8, 15.2 and
13.1 lm for each coordinate components. Moreover, about
96.2% in the North, 96.4% in the East and 96.6% in the Up
components of all deviations in Fig. 8 are within twice the
standard deviations. Thus, all these overall good agree-
ments verify the same kinematic position estimates of these
two models.

4.4. Differences of other parameters between traditional and

new model

In the new multi-GNSS PPP model, the station clock
and ambiguity estimates are different from that of the tra-
ditional model. These two parameters actually absorb the
ISB parameters, and the percentage which goes into each
parameter depends on the normal equation. Therefore, it
is difficult to compare these parameters directly and have
meaningful conclusion. The parameter assimilation has
opposite sign for the GPS observations, thus the sum of
station clock and GPS ambiguity should theoretically be
the same for the traditional and new model. Therefore,
we compare the sum of station clock and GPS ambiguity
from the two models. The upper subplot of Fig. 9 shows
the magnitude distribution of the differences for all GPS
satellite/station pairs at the last epoch on all days. The
mean difference is 0.1 lm and all the differences are below
3 cm with 99 out of 177,644 differences bigger than 1 mm.



Fig. 9. Magnitude distribution of differences between the traditional and new models of (a) sum of GPS ambiguity and station clock parameters; (b) sum
of GLONASS ambiguity, ISB and station clock parameters. Both plots exhibit normal distributions. The top-left corner of each subplot shows the bias
and the standard deviation (r), whereas the top-right corner shows the percentages of deviations that are within 2r, or larger than 3r.
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For GLONASS and BDS observations, the sum of
station clock and ambiguity from the new model should
theoretically be the same as the sum of station clock,
ISB and ambiguity of the traditional model. The bottom
subplot of Fig. 9 shows the magnitude distribution of
the differences for all GLONASS satellite/station pairs
at the last epoch on all days. The mean difference is less
than 0.1 lm and all the differences are below 1 mm with
73 out of 143,759 differences are bigger than 1 mm. Both
plots show that the differences are so small, which fur-
ther proves correctness of the parameter assimilation
analysis and ensure the same coordinate estimates in
these two models.

5. Conclusions and suggestions

In this study, we analysis the parameter correlations in
multi-GNSS PPP and prove that the ISB parameter is
not correlated with the coordinate and ZTD parameters.
We rigorously analyze the parameter assimilation property
when the ISB parameter is removed from the multi-GNSS
PPP. Results show that the ISB parameter is totally assim-
ilated into station clock and ambiguity parameters and
none of ISB is absorbed by coordinate estimates. Based
on these analysis, a new simplified and unified model is
developed for multi-GNSS PPP.

In this new model, the ISB parameter is not explicitly
defined rather it is removed in the GNSS observation equa-
tion. Applying the new model, observations of different
GNSS system are treated in a unified way as they were of
the same satellite system. In order to verify this new model
and prove the equivalence of coordinate estimates, we com-
pute GPS/GLONASS and GPS/BDS PPP position esti-
mates using the traditional and new models with 1 year
GPS/GLONASS data of 53 IGS stations and 1 month
GPS/BDS data of 15 IGS MGEX stations.
Comparing daily static coordinate estimates between
traditional and new models, mean biases of the differences
are �0.2, �0.2 and 0.3 lm for GPS/GLONASS PPP, �1.1,
3.3 and 0 lm for GPS/BDS PPP, whereas the RMSs are
1.8, 3.1 and 2.6 lm for GPS/GLONASS PPP, 2.5, 4.0
and 0.8 lm for GPS/BDS PPP in the North, East and
Up components respectively. Comparisons of GPS/
GLONASS kinematic coordinate estimates between the
two models shows mean bias of 0.6, 1.1 and -1.1 lm and
RMSs of 13.8, 15.2 and 13.1 lm in the North, East and
Up components respectively. The results show the coordi-
nate differences between the two models are actually negli-
gible, and the closeness of the coordinate estimates and
RMS statistics against the IGS daily solutions overall ver-
ify the equivalence of the position estimates derived from
the traditional and new models.

We have used the precise GNSS products of the GNSS
analysis centers of ESA, GFZ and SHA for all the above
tests. The orbit differences among these centers is at level
of few cm, while their differences in satellite clocks are
much bigger. This is because different strategies are applied
in their ISB parameters handling and the temporal refer-
ence frames are also different. Nevertheless, the conclusion
is the same. We have used GPS/GLONASS and GPS/BDS
data to verify the new model, but it applies to the combined
PPP for other GNSS systems.

Beside the equivalence results of the two models, there
are potential advantages of the new model:

(1) Under some extreme circumstances, the traditional
multi-GNSS PPP model may fail due to rank defi-
ciency. For example, in the situation where only 4 sat-
ellites (at least one GPS and one GLONASS satellite)
could be observed. Our multi-GNSS PPP approach
might still obtain solutions due to omitting the ISB
term (remedy the rank deficiency).
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(2) The correlation between the clock and ambiguity
parameters are reduced, thus stabilizing the solution
using the new model.

(3) Multi-GNSS PPP realization is simplified and uni-
fied. Under this new model, observations of different
GNSS system are treated in a unified way as they
were of the same satellite system. Multi-GNSS PPP
could be conveniently implemented in current single
system PPP software module.

Implementing the new model the ambiguity and station
clock absorb parts of the ISB, consequently the traditional
PPP ambiguity fixing approach using un-differenced obser-
vations may not work. However, we could use the
approach by making single-difference between two satel-
lites of the same system for PPP ambiguity fixing following
our new model. By making satellite-difference, the amount
of ISBs assimilated into ambiguities are canceled out and
the strategy of between-satellite integer ambiguity fixing
could be developed.
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